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In this prelude to DC UNIVERSE: REBIRTH, the Superman and Lois Lane of the pre-New 52 DC
Universe return in SUPERMAN: LOIS AND CLARK, from the creative team of Dan Jurgens and
Lee Weeks! They were the first couple of truth and justice, the Man of Steel and the tough-as-
nails reporter who was the love of his life. Then came the Flashpoint…the Convergence…and
their world was wiped from reality, replaced with the New 52 worlds that make up the
Multiverse. Now Lois and Clark, as well as their young son, Jonathan, have been transported to
an Earth much like the one they left behind, yet radically different. An Earth with familiar heroes,
familiar faces, familiar names, but entirely different ages and attitudes. An Earth with its own Lois
Lane, its own Clark Kent—its own Superman. An Earth where Superman is distrusted—and
where two Supermen could cause a disaster. For years they’ve stayed below the radar, with
Clark fighting evil under the cover of darkness and Lois crusading against crime as an
anonymous journalist. But now all their secrets are about to be exposed to a world far harsher
than the one they left behind—and Jonathan is caught in the crossfire. Now only one question
remains: Has the time come for the original Man of Tomorrow to reveal himself? Collects
SUPERMAN: LOIS AND CLARK #1-8.

“…a solid introduction to a character so many readers wanted back on stands.” –COMIC BOOK
RESOURCES “The dynamic between Lois and Clark is endearing, and the addition of a child to
the mix only makes it better.”—IGN “A return to a Superman that had been forgotten and
reinvented in the "New 52," one that symbolized the bright light of the DCU for that particularly
tumultuous decade.” –NEWSARAMAAbout the AuthorDan Jurgens is a writer and artist most
famous for creating Booster Gold, as well as for being one of the main forces behind "The Death
of Superman." He has written and/or illustrated titles such as Justice League America, Captain
America, The Sensational Spider-Man, Thor, Teen Titans, Aquaman, DC's Tangent imprint, and
the company-wide DC crossover known as Zero Hour.
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Lee Kirby, “The return of a classic Superman and Lois. DC Comics bills "Superman: Lois and
Clark" as one of its "Road to Rebirth" collections, along with "Titans Hunt." Fittingly, it serves as
a commentary on the sad state of the New 52 universe in which its story unfolds.Briefly: After the
destruction of their universe in "Convergence," the post-Crisis on Infinite Earths, pre-Flashpoint
Superman and Lois, along with their son Jon, find themselves in a universe similar to, yet
different from, what they knew. The New 52 world is a darker, more hostile place-"suspicious,
doubting, edgy...without faith."That lack of faith extends even to New 52 Superman, who inspires
not hope but distrust. Because of that, as well as the difficulty of explaining the existence of two
Supermen and two Loises, they live quietly as farmers Lois and Clark White...but still doing good
anonymously. Lois writes books as "Author X," while Clark operates under cover of darkness as
a Superman, wearing a beard and a black uniform not unlike the one seen in the "Reign of the
Supermen" storyarc which followed the "Death of Superman" event in the early 1990s Super-
titles.Principal artist Lee Weeks uses areas of heavy black shadow on many of his pages to
create that suspicious, edgy, faithless world more apropos to a Batman story than a Superman
adventure. The color work by Brad Anderson and Jeromy Cox, with its lack of bright, primary
colors, aids in the visual presentation of this world.Writer Dan Jurgens, who was a prinicipal
creator of the aforementioned early 1990s epics, keeps many plots moving throughout the
series. Lois and Jon flee criminal organization Intergang, which is determined to kill them to
prevent publication of a book-length expose of its activities. Clark rescues astronaut Hank
Henshaw, who in the previous reality was his enemy the Cyborg Superman, and deals with
Blackrock, a villain created by the producer of a new reality television series called "Bad Ass
Nation" ("No wonder this world seems so foreign!" Clark muses). There's also a quest for a
macguffin called The Oblivion Stone involving alien monarch Hyathis.He drops the ball on one
plot point, though. Clark's not as powerful as he used to be, but whether this is the result of age
or an effect of the new universe is never really explained-either here or in subsequent "Rebirth"
titles, particularly Bryan Hitch's "Justice League."Still, plot is meaningless without character
work, and the dynamic between the title characters is endearing."Superman: Lois and Clark" is
an excellent beginning to DC's efforts to scrub away the dismal nature of its New 52 universe
and bring back a classic feel to its title. How better to do that than to replace the T-shirt punk who
was occupying "Superman" and "Action Comics" with a classic Man of Steel?”

The War Doctor, “A serviceable jumping-on point between New 52 and DC Rebirth. Superman:
Lois & Clark is an interesting book.On the one hand, it isn’t going to make immediate sense
what’s going on if you haven’t been following the New 52 (full disclosure: I skipped a massive
swath of New 52 due to my displeasure over how they chose to handle some of my preferred
heroes during the re-launch). It relies on the reader having at least some knowledge of the
Flashpoint, among other events that lead to the creation of this now defunct time line.On the



other hand, it’s an interesting look at the lives of pre-New 52 Lois Lane and Clark Kent in the
wake of the Convergence/Flashpoint. This eight issue arc tells the story of what they’ve been
doing with themselves leading up to the end of the New 52 run of Superman comics. As such, it
also acts as a prequel to the DC Rebirth Superman relaunch.Without getting into too many
details so as to avoid spoiling the story, the plot basically revolves around Lois and Clark trying
to integrate themselves into a world where they don’t belong while simultaneously raising a half
Kryptonian son who is thus far unaware of his father’s linage as the Man of Steel, and who is
unaware that he too is destined to be something more than just another ordinary
human.Perhaps surprisingly, this storyline manages to succeed where the Bryan Singer-directed
Superman Returns failed: it introduces us to the son of Kal-El and manages to make him an
engaging character in his own right that isn’t the traditional irritating little super whelp (I’m looking
at you Damien Wayne). With luck, this characteristic will carry on into the DC Rebirth.This also
marks the return of what is arguably the most popular version of Superman: the beacon of hope
who fought Doomsday and sacrificed his life to save the world; who returned from the dead to
continue to protect the people of the world from threats both terrestrial and alien in nature. While
he is depicted as being a bit on the broody side in this arc, he’s a damn sight less dour than the
New 52 version of Superman that’s been grinding away at being the Last Son of Krypton since
late 2011.With an engaging story and attractive artwork, Superman: Lois & Clark is a tasty
appetizer to tide the wait for the first trade release of DC Rebirth: Superman, which is due out
January 10th. It comes highly recommended.”

Adam Graham, “A Superman to Cheer For. This is a book that's really about the characters. Lois,
Clark, and Little Jonathan are the last survivors of their universe after the events of
Convergence. Now, they are the New 52 Earth where there's another Superman and another
Lois Lane, both younger than them. What do they do?.They move on and find a way to help on
their New Earth. Clark still saves people, though anonymously and in a special black costume
while Lois adopts the name of Author X and sets out to right wrongs and expose evil as a true
crime writer. The idea of Superman misplaced into a difficult circumstance has been done in
comics, and several written of an eternally mopey or petty Man of Steel, yet I think Jurgens really
captures both Lois and Clark as people who have gifts to help people and they will find a way to
do that, sooner or later, no matter what circumstance their put into. They move on, and get back
up. Clark doesn't try to get in the other Superman's way or even make himself known. He doesn't
want to interfere with how that Superman acts and develops. It's a picture of simple grace and
humility that's just so appealing.Beyond this simple virtue, Lois, Clark, and Jonathan make this
wonderfully cute family. There's a lot of love and care in the family and it just radiates off the
page.There's not much use writing about the plots. Lois gets into danger with Intergang and
Clark faces some epic villains. Neither issue comes to a major final resolution. In fact, the book
leaves things open for further expansion. That's fine because this is really a character based
book and I really loved these three characters and how Jurgens writes them. I got into the book



hungry for more of them, and the stories only served to whet my appetite in that regards. This is
one of my absolute favorite books made in 2016.”

Calvin Prickett, “A Return to Form for the Man of Steel. Lois and Clark is that rarest of beasts; a
retcon that rises above its nature to become something genuinely special. This book, which fits
between the DC events of Convergence and Rebirth (though the former certainly isn’t necessary
and, given its actual quality, is best avoided), and sees the return of the Pre-Flashpoint
Superman, with his wife Lois and their endearing son Jon, thrust as they are into a universe that
doesn’t belong to them. The book sees the classic Superman donning a black suit, and doing
his best to find a purpose in a world that doesn’t need him, and that he scarcely recognises,
whilst Lois takes on Intergang with an exposé novel that puts a target on her family’s back.
There’s a fairly throwaway tertiary villain who shows up near the end for an unresolved (and very
lacklustre) sub-plot, but for the large part this book is wall-to-wall gold with gorgeous art, and a
must-read for any Superman fan.”

Ares, “Enjoyable. This book almost has an elseworlds feel to it - kind of like 'what if the real
Superman existed in the maligned new 52 universe'A welcome return of the classic character,
with the classic feel to it - most likely down to veteran Jurgens interpretation of himI always think
bad art can kill a comic regardless of how good the story is & I've never been a fan of Weeks art
(reminds me too much of Andy '5 pose' Kubert) - but here it's ok, however it is what stops me
giving this 5 stars”

The Spirit, “Excellent creative team too. Won the Excelsior Award in 2017 and is a fascinating
and engaging new take on Superman, focusing on his life as a family man and not just a
superhero. Excellent creative team too, in Superman legend Dan Jurgens and artist Lee Weeks.”

Harry, “Super read. Fantastic! I grew up in the golden age of dc comics with superman action
comics and this is a great return to a brilliant superman comic. The addition of a child of
superman is also a bonus.”

Alex V., “Extremely good story and essential to understanding what is happening next.
Extremely good story and essential to understanding what is happening next, but really good
story and Jon is a likable character.”

The book by ONE has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 316 people have provided feedback.
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